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ABSTRACT
Objective The authors’ goal was to develop and evaluate
machine-learning-based approaches to extracting clinical
entitiesdincluding medical problems, tests, and
treatments, as well as their asserted statusdfrom
hospital discharge summaries written using natural
language. This project was part of the 2010 Center of
Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside/
Veterans Affairs (VA) natural-language-processing
challenge.
Design The authors implemented a machine-learningbased named entity recognition system for clinical text
and systematically evaluated the contributions of different
types of features and ML algorithms, using a training
corpus of 349 annotated notes. Based on the results from
training data, the authors developed a novel hybrid clinical
entity extraction system, which integrated heuristic
rule-based modules with the ML-base named entity
recognition module. The authors applied the hybrid system
to the concept extraction and assertion classification
tasks in the challenge and evaluated its performance
using a test data set with 477 annotated notes.
Measurements Standard measures including precision,
recall, and F-measure were calculated using the
evaluation script provided by the Center of Informatics for
Integrating Biology and the Bedside/VA challenge
organizers. The overall performance for all three types of
clinical entities and all six types of assertions across 477
annotated notes were considered as the primary metric in
the challenge.
Results and discussion Systematic evaluation on the
training set showed that Conditional Random Fields
outperformed Support Vector Machines, and semantic
information from existing natural-language-processing
systems largely improved performance, although
contributions from different types of features varied. The
authors’ hybrid entity extraction system achieved
a maximum overall F-score of 0.8391 for concept extraction
(ranked second) and 0.9313 for assertion classification
(ranked fourth, but not statistically different than the first
three systems) on the test data set in the challenge.

INTRODUCTION
In 2010, the Center of Informatics for Integrating
Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) at Partners Health
Care System and Veterans Affairs (VA) Salt Lake
City Health Care System organized a challenge in
natural-language processing (NLP) for clinical
data. The challenge had three tiers: (1) extracting
clinical concepts from natural language text, to
include medical problems, tests, and treatments;
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(2) classifying assertions made about medical problems; and (3) identifying the relations among
medical problems, tests, and treatments. The data
set used in the challenge included discharge
summaries and some progress notes obtained from
three institutions: Partners HealthCare, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, and University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. The organizers manually
annotated 826 clinical notes, which served as a gold
standard for three tasks in the challenge. For the
challenge, 349 annotated clinical notes were used as
a training set, and the remaining 477 annotated
notes were used as a test set to evaluate the performance of participating systems. In this paper, we
describe a novel hybrid system that combines
machine learning (ML) and rule-based methods to
accurately extract clinical entities and their assertions, and it was ranked second in the concept
extraction task of the i2b2/VA challenge. In addition, as part of this work, we investigated the effects
of features and ML algorithms on clinical entity
recognition, and we conducted a manual analysis to
compare the ML-based approach with existing NLP
systems that use dictionaries for entity recognition.

BACKGROUND
Narrative text is the primary communication
method in the medical domain. Much of the
important patient information is only found in
clinical notes in electronic medical records. NLP
technologies offer a solution to convert free text
data into structured representations. Over the last
two decades, there have been many efforts to apply
NLP technologies to clinical text. The Linguistic
String Project,1 2 the Medical Language Extraction
and Encoding System (MedLEE)3e5 and SymText/
MPlus6e8 are a few of the earliest NLP systems
developed for clinical domain. More recently, open
source clinical NLP systems such as cTAKES9 and
HiTEX10 have also been introduced into the
community. Most of clinical NLP systems can
extract various types of named entities from clinical text and link them to concepts in the Uniﬁed
Medical Language System (UMLS), such as
MetaMap11 and KnowledgeMap.12 After a clinical
concept is identiﬁed, many applications require
determination of its assertion (ie, is a medical
condition present or absent?). Among various
negation detection algorithms, NegEx13 has arguably been used the most widely and has been
incorporated into many systems.
Identiﬁcation of clinically relevant entities from
text is an important step for any clinical NLP
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used in biological NER such as gene names,16 23e26 were investigated in this study. For CRF, we used the CRF++ package
(http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/), which has been used for various
NER tasks.27 28 For SVM, we used TinySVM along with Yamcha
(http://chasen.org/wtaku/software/TinySVM) developed at
NAIST.29 30 We used a polynomial kernel function with the
degree of kernel as two, a context window of two, and the
pairwise (one-against-one) strategy for multiclassiﬁcation, based
on reported biomedical NER tasks such as those reported in
previous literature.23e25

system. It is a type of Named Entity Recognition (NER) task,
which is to locate and classify words/phrases into predeﬁned
semantic classes such as person names, locations, and organizations. When mining biomedical literature, researchers have
developed various NER methods for biological entities, such
as gene/protein names, including rule-based methods that rely
on existing biomedical databases/dictionaries,14 and ML-based
methods that are trained on available annotated data sets.15
Hybrid approaches, which combine both rule-based and
ML methods, have shown good performance on gene-name
recognition tasks.16
Despite their success in biomedical literature NER tasks,
ML-based methods have not been studied extensively for NER in
clinical notes. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no
comprehensive study that focuses on ML-based approach for
recognition of broad types of clinical entities before the 2010
i2b2/VA challenge. In the 2009 i2b2 NLP challenge, two teams
reported ML-based NER methods for clinical text; however, the
scope was limited to medication-related entities only.17 18 One
relevant study investigated the contribution of syntactic information to semantic categorization of words in discharge
summaries using Support Vector Machines (SVM)19; but the
study was done on a small data set with 48 clinical notes. In this
paper, we describe a systematic investigation on ML-based
approaches for recognizing broad types of clinical entities and
determining their assertion status, and report a new hybrid
clinical entity extraction framework, which achieved good
performance in the i2b2/VA NLP challenge.

Types of features
We systematically investigated various types of features that
were extracted from the word itself and its context, including:
Word Level Information: Bag-of-word, Orthographic informationd
such as capitalization of letters in words, and preﬁxes and sufﬁxes
of words;
Syntactic Information: Part of Speech tags obtained using
MedPOST31 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/staff/lsmith/MedPost.
html);
Lexical and Semantic Information from NLP systems: mainly
normalized concepts (eg, UMLS concept unique identiﬁers) and
semantic types identiﬁed by NLP systems. Three NLP systems
were used: (1) MedLEE; (2) KnowledgeMap; (3) a Dictionarybased Semantic Tagger (DST) developed for this task, which uses
vocabularies from public (eg, UMLS) and private (eg, Vanderbilt’s problem list) sources and ﬁltered them for medical
problems, tests, and treatments;
Discourse Information: Sections in the clinical notes (eg, ‘Current
Medications’ section) and Sources of the notes (eg, ‘Partners
HealthCare System’), obtained by customized programs
developed for the challenge data.

METHODS
ML-based approaches for clinical NER
The i2b2/VA Concept Extraction task is a typical NER task,
which requires determination of the boundaries of clinical
entities and assignment of their semantic types (problem, test,
or treatment). We transformed the annotated data into the ‘BIO’
format,20 in which each word was assigned into a label as
follows: B¼beginning of an entity, I¼inside an entity, and
O¼outside of an entity. For example, the sentence ‘No active
bleeding was observed’ will be labeled as ‘No/O active/B
bleeding/I was/O observed/O,’ if ‘active bleeding’ is annotated
as an entity. The NER task then becomes a classiﬁcation
taskdto assign each word into one of the three labels (B, I, or O)
based on the characteristics of each word and its context. As
there were three types of entities in the challenge, we deﬁned
three different B classes and three different I classes. For
example, for medical problems, we deﬁned the B class as
‘B-problem,’ and the I class as ‘I-problem.’ Therefore, we had
a total of seven possible labels of classes (including the O class).
A multiclass classiﬁer was then built to assign the label for each
word. Different ML algorithms and different types of features
were investigated in this study.

Experiments
We developed and evaluated ML-based NER approaches using
the training data set containing 349 annotated clinical notes (see
table 1 for the distribution of entities in the data set). A ﬁvefold
cross-validation method was used in the evaluation. Optimized
parameters for each ML algorithm were determined by the best
performance on one fold of test data. To evaluate the effects of
different types of features, we started with the baseline method
that used bag-of-word features only, and then added additional
types of features and reported corresponding results.

ML-based approaches for assertion classification
The assertion classiﬁcation task is to assign one of the six
possible assertion labels (‘Present,’ ‘Absent,’ ‘Possible,’ ‘Conditional,’ ‘Hypothetical,’ and ‘Not associated with the patient’)
to each medical problem. We developed a multiclass classiﬁer
based on SVM using the LIBLINEAR package,32 which can
train on large-scale data sets very efﬁciently, and we systematically evaluated the contributions of different types of
features for the assertion task using the 349 training notes (see
table 1 for the distribution of assertions). For each medical
problem, we chose a window of context, from which features

ML algorithms
Two ML algorithms, Conditional Random Fields (CRF)21 and
Support Vector Machines (SVM),22 which have been widely

Table 1 Distribution of different types of entities and assertions in the training and test sets in the Center of Informatics for Integrating Biology and
the Bedside/Veterans Affairs natural-language processing challenge
Concepts (N[72 846)

Assertions (N[30 518)

Data set

Problem

Treat

Test

All

Present

Absent

Possible

Conditional

Hypothetical

Not associated with the patient

All

Training d349
Testd477

11 968
18 550

8500
13 560

7369
12 899

27 837
45 009

8052
13 025

2535
3609

535
883

103
171

651
717

92
145

11 968
18 550
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were extracted. The window size was optimized based on the
performance on training set, and it was set to 10 words on the
left and ﬁve words on the right. Similar types of features used
in Concept Extraction task were applied to this task as well.
For features from NLP systems, we used only MedLEE’s
outputs as features because of its good performance in the
concept extraction task. One notable feature was the
‘certainty’ information identiﬁed by MedLEE. In addition,
direction (left vs right) and distance (eg, second word on the
left) information of words in the window was also considered.
The evaluation of the contributions of different types of
features was carried out on the training set, using a ﬁvefold
cross-validation. We also conducted systematic parameter
selection for the type of solver, cost parameter (C), and tolerance of termination criterion (Epsilon).

Hybrid NLP system for concept extraction and assertion
classification
To participate in the i2b2/VA challenge, we further developed
a novel hybrid NLP system for clinical concept extraction and
assertion classiﬁcation, building on the top of the ML-based
approaches described above. We named the hybrid system
Medical Named Entity Tagger (MedNET), which consists of four
components in a pipeline: (1) the CRF-based NER module that
uses optimized parameters and feature sets as revealed by the
training data; (2) a postprocessing program that uses heuristic
rules to correct possible errors and further improve the performance; (3) a combination module that optimizes the results
from multiple classiﬁers; and (4) the assertion classiﬁer based on
SVM. The ﬁrst three components form the NER system for
concept extraction task, and the last component is for assertion
classiﬁcation. Figure 1 shows an overview of the MedNET
system. As components 1 and 4 have been described above, we
focus on the two rule-based modules about postprocessing and
combination in this section.

Postprocessing module
Based on a manual review of the errors in the ML-based NER
module, a set of heuristic rules were developed and implemented
as a postprocessing program. Some rules are intended to ﬁx false
negatives, such as abbreviations that are missed by the system.
Some rules are used for disambiguation, such as to determine the
correct type of a semantically ambiguous entity based on its
context. For example, a medication term is usually classiﬁed
a ‘Treatment’ (eg, ‘Tacrolimus 3 mg twice daily’). However,
when it refers to drug levels in blood, it should be classiﬁed as
‘Test’ (eg, ‘Tacrolimus level 10.0 ng/ml’). Therefore, we could
develop a rule such as ‘IF contextual words around a medication
name include keywords such as “level,” THEN overwrite the
semantic type of the medication term as “TEST”.’

Figure 1 Architecture of the Medical Named Entity Tagger, a hybrid
system for clinical Named Entity Recognition (NER). CRF, conditional
random fields.
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Combination module
As previous NER studies reported improved performance when
multiple classiﬁers were combined,16 we developed a module to
combine the results from four individual NER classiﬁers, which
used different sets of features: three of them used all other
features and inputs from one of the NLP systems (MedLEE,
KnowledgeMap, or DST), and the fourth one used all other
features and merged inputs from all three NLP systems. The
combination module works in a two-step way: ﬁrst, it generates
the ‘intersection’ of clinical entities extracted by all three individual classiﬁers, in other words, only clinical entities extracted by
all three classiﬁers constitute the result; second, it takes a ‘union’
operation between the intersection from step 1 and outputs
from the fourth classiﬁer, which means that any entity generated
by the ﬁrst step or by the fourth classiﬁer will be included.
The intention is to improve the performance by detecting
possible missed false negatives by the fourth classiﬁer alone.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Evaluation of features and algorithms for ML-based NER using
the training data
The evaluation was carried out using a script provided by i2b2/
VA organizers, which can report micro-averaged Precision,
Recall, and F-measure for all concepts using both exact and
inexact matching methods.33 The exact matching criterion
requires that the starting and ending offsets of a concept have to
be exactly the same as those in the gold standard, while inexact
matching refers to cases where their offsets are not exactly the
same as those in gold standard, but they overlap with each other.
The best F-measure was 0.8475, achieved by CRF algorithm,
with all the features used. Table 2 shows the results of CRFbased NER approach on the training data using ﬁvefold CV
when different sets of features were used, as well as the best
result from SVM-based NER approach. The reported numbers
are averages of the results from ﬁvefold CV. For SVM, two
parameters including the degree of the polynomial kernel function (D) and the cost (C) used in the optimization step of
learning have to be optimized. We explored various combinations of values for the two parameters using the baseline
Table 2 Results of conditional random fields (CRF)-based Named
Entity Recognition module on the training set (using a fivefold cross
validation), when different sets of features were used
Feature set

Preision

Recall

F-measure

CRFdBaseline (bag-of-word)
CRFdBaseline+POS
CRFdBaseline+orthographic
CRFdBaseline+prefix & suffix
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)+MedLEE
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)+KnowledgeMap
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)+DST
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)+(MedLEE+KnowledgeMap+DST)
CRFdBaseline+(POS+Orthographic+prefix
& suffix)+(MedLEE+KnowledgeMap+DST)
+source&section
Support Vector Machinesdbest result

0.8338
0.8318
0.8315
0.8524
0.8303

0.7162
0.7466
0.7364
0.7473
0.7719

0.7705
0.7868
0.7811
0.7963
0.8000

0.8642

0.8119

0.8372

0.8557

0.7957

0.8245

0.8601

0.8040

0.8311

0.8708

0.8243

0.8469

0.8717

0.8246

0.8475

0.8507

0.8153

0.8326

Baseline, words in context window with indications of left or right; DST, Dictionary-based
Semantic Tagger; MedLEE, Medical Language Extraction and Encoding System; POS, part of
speech tags of context words.
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features and noticed that the model performance was more
stable among different values of C when D was set to 2.
Therefore, D¼2 and C¼0.1 were chosen as the parameters for
SVM learning in this study (see online only appendix (www.
jamia.org) for detailed results from SVM experiments with
different parameters and combinations of features).

Evaluation of features for assertion classification using the
training data set
The best result for assertion classiﬁcation was 0.9398
(F-measure), when all the features were used. Table 3 shows the
contributions of different types of features for the SVM-based
assertion classiﬁcation.

Evaluation of the MedNET system using the test data set
The performance of MedNET was evaluated on the independent
test set (477 notes), and the overall class-level F-measure based
on exact matching was used for the rankings in the challenge.
MedNET achieved a best class-level F-measure of 0.8391
(highlighted in table 4), which was ranked second among 22
participating teams in the i2b2/VA challenge. The detailed
results by semantic type are shown in table 4 as well.
For the Assertion Classiﬁcation task, our system achieved an
F-measure of 0.9313 on the test set, which was ranked fourth in
the competition, but with no statistically signiﬁcant difference
with the ﬁrst ranked system that achieved an F-measure of
0.9362.

DISCUSSION
Concept extraction and assertion determination are two
fundamental tasks for successful application of clinical NLP.
Current clinical NLP systems typically use rule- and/or knowledge-based approaches for entity recognition, instead of statistical learning methods. Our ML-based approaches in the i2b2/
VA challenge achieved good results, ﬁnishing second overall in
the entity recognition and fourth overall in the assertion task
(though statistically similar to the top three entries). Further
investigations are needed to reveal the strengths and weaknesses
of this approach to clinical NLP. Below, we summarize some
interesting ﬁndings and challenges to ML-based clinical entity
extraction.

ML-based NER for clinical text
For biological NER tasks (eg, genes), some studies reported better
results using CRF,26 while others showed that the SVM also
Table 3 Results of assertion classifier on training set (fivefold cross
validation), when different types of features were used
Feature set

F-measure

Baseline (words in context window, plus direction: left or right)
Baseline+Bigram
Baseline+Bigram+Distance
Baseline+Bigram+Distance+POS
Baseline+Bigram+Distance+POS+Certainty
Baseline+Bigram+Distance+POS+Certainty+Source and Section
Baseline+Bigram+Distance+POS+Certainty+Source and Section
+Concept and Semantic

0.9132
0.9161
0.9225
0.9233
0.9248
0.9367
0.9398

Baseline, words in context window with indications of left or right; Bigram, bi-grams
identified within the context window; Certainty, certainty information identified by Medical
Language Extraction and Encoding System; Concept and Semantic, Unified Medical
Language System concept unique identifiers and semantic types of words in the context
window, identified by MedLEE; Distance, distance between the feature word and the target
worddfor example, third word on the left; POS, part of speech tags of context words;
Source and Section, source of the note and section where the target word occurs, identified
by a customized program.
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Table 4 Detailed results by semantic type in the best run for the Center
of Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside/Veterans Affairs
Concept Extraction task on the test data set
Exact matching

Inexact matching

Category

Recall Precision F-measure Recall Precision F-measure

Overalldconcept
Overalldclass
Problem
Treatment
Test

0.8298
0.8139
0.8403
0.8202
0.8248

0.8828
0.8658
0.8746
0.8801
0.8980

0.8555
0.8391
0.8571
0.8491
0.8598

0.8974
0.8951
0.9158
0.8882
0.8804

0.9546
0.9317
0.9539
0.9535
0.9570

0.9251
0.9130
0.9345
0.9197
0.9171

achieved a high performance.23 Keerthi et al34 conducted some
experiments and demonstrated that CRF and SVM were similar
in performance when identical features were used. In our
experiments, CRF outperformed SVM with equivalent features.
Additional feature and kernel optimization for the SVM may
improve its performance.35 However, it also indicates the
complexity of SVM parameter optimization.
The contribution of different features to system performance
varied (table 2). Lexical and semantic features derived from
dictionary-based NLP systems improved the performance largely.
Thus, we conclude that medical knowledge bases are crucial to
clinical NER, which is similar to ﬁndings from gene/protein
NER tasks.16 Preﬁx and sufﬁx information improved the
performance reasonably. But improvements from part-of-speech
and orthographic features were less important than that seen in
gene/protein NER.36 37 More orthographic clues are observed in
gene/protein names (eg, numbers in gene names) while preﬁxes
and sufﬁxes are often observed in medical words (eg, ‘-itis’ in
‘tonsillitis’). Unexpectedly, section information did not add
much value to the performance, and sometimes even reduced
the performance (in SVM experiments; see appendix). Our
observation revealed that many sections contained a mixture of
entities with different semantic types; therefore, section information may not be a useful predictor for semantic types. For
example, one may expect that a ‘Medication’ section should
contain medications (a ‘treatment’), but we also often observed
medical problems in ‘Medication’ sections, such as ‘.take as
needed for pain.’ In addition, a simple section detection program
was used, which did not normalize similar section headers (eg,
‘medications:’ or ‘medication list:’) into one normalized concept.
Application of more advanced section tagging programs such as
SecTag38 to this task may improve the contribution of section
information. In general, more features almost always improve
the NER performance.
The relative contribution from different dictionary-based NLP
systems varied. While the best result combined MedLEE,
KnowledgeMap, and DST, MedLEE generated the best result
when used in isolation. F-measures on the test data set were
0.8354, 0.8130, and 0.8259 respectively, when only MedLEE,
KnowledgeMap, or DST was used. Based on our observation, we
believe such differences result primarily from the underlying
semantic lexicon sources implemented. MedLEE is designed to
extract only clinically relevant ﬁndings. Its output includes
semantic types similar to those in the i2b2/VA challenge, such as
‘problem,’ ‘labtest,’ and ‘procedure.’ In addition, all semantic
lexicons in MedLEE were manually reviewed, and they are
highly accurate and speciﬁc to their corresponding semantic
types. In contrast, KnowledgeMap is a general purpose concept
indexing tool that used the entire UMLS metathesaurus, which
provides good coverage but could be noisy and imprecise. The
DST system was built speciﬁcally for the i2b2/VA challenge by
selecting concepts and semantic types from UMLS and other
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2011;18:601e606. doi:10.1136/amiajnl-2011-000163
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sources that are relevant to the problem/test/treatment only.
The UMLS semantic types were then regrouped into self-deﬁned
semantic categories, such as ‘medication,’ ‘labtest,’ and ‘disease.’
Results showed that it reached reasonable performance.
The MedNET system provides a generalizable framework for
a hybrid approach that combines ML and rule-based methods to
improve NER performance. The CRF-based NER module alone
achieved an F-measure of 0.8369; CRF module+postprocessing
increased it to 0.8380; CRF module+postprocessing+combination further improved the performance to the maximum
F-measure of 0.8391. Therefore, both the postprocessing module
and combination module improved the overall F-measure very
slightly. We found three major types of errors in MedNET:
(1) omitted terms (false negatives); (2) incorrect boundaries for
extracted terms; and (3) misclassiﬁed semantic types. One of
the main causes for the ﬁrst type of errors is unrecognized
abbreviations. Boundary and semantic classiﬁcation errors
contribute to both false positives and false negatives. The
current postprocessing program implemented very simple
rules based on context. Addition of more sophisticated text
processing methods, such as abbreviation recognition or supervised word sense disambiguation, may improve performance
further. The combination module improved system’s performance as well, but not as much as that reported in previous
studies on gene names.18 We plan to explore further more
advanced combination methods such as building ensembles of
classiﬁers in the next steps.

Assertion classification
Determination of assertion status is an important area of clinical
NLP research. Previous efforts have used regular expression
patterns13 or linguistic information from sentence parsing.39
Our investigation showed that ML-based approaches for assertion determination were promising. The i2b2/VA assertion task
is more challenging than negation determination task (a binary
classiﬁcation problem), since it included six classes. The current
task is similar to the classes predicted by ConText, which
extends NegEx algorithmically and lexically to include other
classes of assertion modiﬁers.13 Use of the ‘distance’ feature and
use of the ‘source/section’ feature both improved results. The
‘Section’ feature primarily beneﬁted a few speciﬁc classes of
assertion, such as identifying non-patient experiences via
a ‘Family History’ section.
The SVM-based classiﬁer for determining ‘absent’ status
achieved a similarly high performance (precision 0.9623 and
recall 0.9459) as reported in a previous negation study.40 The
performances for ‘conditional’ and ‘possible’ classes were much
worse than other classes (see appendix for assertion classiﬁcation
results by class). However, we noticed that human determination of ‘conditional’ and ‘possible’ assertions was not always
straightforward either. For example, according to the i2b2 gold
standard, ‘hypertension’ was assigned a status of ‘possible,’ in
the sentence ‘We felt this was likely secondary to hypertension.’
However, a physician in our team would interpret that both
‘this (problem)’ and ‘hypertension’ were ‘present,’ but the relation between them was ‘possible,’ when not considering the
context beyond this sentence.

Comparison between ML and dictionary-based systems
Most existing clinical NLP systems rely on vocabularies to
recognize clinical entities such as diseases and medications41 in
text, probably because of two reasons: (1) the existence of rich
clinical knowledge bases and vocabularies, such as the UMLS,42
allowing rapid development of effective systems with little
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2011;18:601e606. doi:10.1136/amiajnl-2011-000163

training; and (2) very few annotated data sets of clinical text are
available for ML-based NER approaches. It is difﬁcult to directly
compare the performance of existing dictionary-based NLP
systems with ML using the i2b2/VA annotated data set due to
the strictly deﬁned boundaries in the competition (which are not
a goal of most dictionary-based NLP systems), and differing
scopes of semantic entities. The challenge annotation guideline
(https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Relations/Documentation.php)
used syntactic information to determine entity boundaries,
instead of considering meanings of clinical entities, which is
what dictionary-based NLP systems do. For example, i2b2/VA
deﬁned that ‘Up to one prepositional phrase can be annotated
together with the preceding concept as one entity.’ In the
example ‘defect in lobe of liver,’ only ‘defect in lobe’ can be
annotated as an entity. In contrast, systems such as KnowledgeMap and MedLEE are designed to match the ‘best’ concepts
(in this case, a more accurate concept), using linguistic structures as a guide instead of a rule. The second issue was that
dictionary-based NLP systems usually capture broader types of
ﬁndings than medical problems, tests, and treatments. Therefore, careful ﬁltering of semantic types from NLP systems’
output is required, which is often not straightforward.
Nevertheless, we estimated the performance of MedLEE using
the i2b2/VA data set by converting MedLEE’s output to offset
format required by i2b/VA challenge and ﬁltering MedLEE’s
outputs to only relevant semantic types. Based on inexactmatching without considering semantic types, MedLEE achieved
0.8733 (recall) and 0.6924 (precision) for extracting i2b2/VA
annotated entities. The recall of MedLEE was comparable with
some high-performance ML systems in the challenge. When
looking into the entities missed by MedLEE, we noticed most of
them were abbreviations. The precision of 0.6924 indicated that
MedLEE recognized more than 30% additional entities. We
randomly selected 50 such entities and reviewed them. About
84% of the additional entities recognized by MedLEE were
meaningful clinical ﬁndings, such as patient demographics
(eg, age and sex), body functions or measures (eg, ‘heart size’),
and substance use (eg, smoking or alcohol status). Only 16%
were false positives, which often involved ambiguous terms.
ML-based approaches have a few drawbacks if we want to
extend them to general-purpose NLP systems. First, as more
types of clinical entities are included, the performance of MLbased may diminish as the number of classes increases. Second,
accurate mapping of text to concepts in controlled vocabularies
such as UMLS is often more useful for many clinical tasks (eg,
search retrieval and decision support), but very challenging, and
the degree to which it is helped by accurate boundary detection
by ML-based NER systems is unknown. We think such an
ML-based method could be complementary to existing dictionary-based NLP systems. It could be integrated with existing
NLP systems to help recognize unknown words based on
context features (ie, recognize unknown lab test names in
lab sections).

CONCLUSION
In this study, we implemented ML-based approaches for clinical
entity recognition and assertion classiﬁcation, and systematically evaluated the effects of different features and ML algorithms. Our ﬁnal solution was a novel hybrid clinical NLP
system using both ML methods and rule-based components.
In the 2010 i2b2/VA NLP challenge, our system achieved
a maximum F-score of 0.8391 for concept extraction (ranked
second) and 0.9313 for assertion classiﬁcation (ranked fourth,
but not statistically signiﬁcant different from the top
605
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three systems), which indicates that such approaches are very
promising.
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